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Pursuant to Order No. 4750, the Association for Postal Commerce (“PostCom”) submits

these comments on the advanced notice of proposed rulemaking (“ANPR”) issued by the Postal

Regulatory Commission (“Commission”) seeking “proposals for a standard and process to

determine when a mail preparation change is a ‘change[] in rates’ under 39 U.S.C. § 3622.”

Order No. 4750 at 1. As described below, the Commission can craft a standard for determining

when a mail preparation change results in a change in rates that must comply with the price cap

that will satisfy the D.C. Circuit’s opinions and still protect mailers from major price impacts.

PostCom is more concerned, however, that the Commission assert its regulatory authority to

protect mailers from onerous and unreasonable changes in mail preparation requirements even

when those changes do not directly cause mailers to pay a higher rate. Whether or not it requires

the Postal Service to account for a mail preparation change in its price cap calculations, the

Commission must protect captive mailers and prevent the Postal Service from simply shifting

costs to mailers through arbitrary and unreasonable mail preparation requirements.

I. A MAIL PREPARATION CHANGE RESULTS IN A PRICE CHANGE WHEN IT
DRIVES MAIL TO A HIGHER RATE CELL

While the D.C. Circuit has twice rejected the Commission’s proposed standard, the

Commission does not face an impossible task on remand. In USPS I, the court upheld the basic

premise that the Commission has the authority “to consider mail preparation requirement
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changes in the [Domestic Mail] Manual as ‘changes in rates’ that count against the price cap.”

United States Postal Service v. Postal Regulatory Comm’n, 785 F.3d 740, 751 (D.C. Cir. 2015)

(“USPS I”). The court further described as “self-evident” the “fact that changes in classifications

can cause changes in the rates paid by mailers.” Id. at 752 (emphasis in original). In USPS II,

the court clarified that the Commission should focus on changes that will cause mailers to pay

higher rates and established a roadmap for the Commission on remand:

Thanks to [the] interrelation of rate cells, the Commission might have tried to
integrate mail preparation requirements into its authority over “changes in rates”
with the following argument: Where an increase in mail preparation requirements
for one cell will drive mailers to use a higher-priced cell, the resulting increase in
volume in the latter should count against the rate cap.

United States Postal Service v. Postal Regulatory Comm’n, 886 F.3d 1253, 1256 (D.C. Cir.

2018). (“USPS II”) (emphasis in original). The Commission should heed the court’s direction.

The court has set forth the basic standard the Commission should apply: whether the

change in mail preparation requirements will drive mail to a higher rate category. This standard

relies on a factual determination, and it is amenable to application in individual cases.

Accordingly, PostCom recommends that rather than attempt to craft a definition of rate changes

that relies on vague factors such as whether a “basic characteristic” of a mailing will change, the

Commission should adopt the standard recommended by the court wholesale and refine its

procedural rules to enable its application on a case-by-case basis.

The Commission has already started on this path by promulgating procedural rules

requiring the Postal Service to publish all of its mail preparation changes in a single source. See

39 C.F.R. § 3010.23(d)(5). These rules allow the Commission and the industry to readily

identify mail preparation changes, determine whether they could “drive mailers to use a higher-

priced cell,” and provide the Postal Service with an opportunity to demonstrate that the proposed
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change will not drive mailers to a higher rate cell. The Commission can continue to use this

framework to evaluate mail preparation changes.

Whether mail is likely to move to a higher rate cell is a factual determination that must be

made on a case by case basis. The Postal Service should continue to be responsible for making

this judgment in the first instance, as the procedural rules require. See 39 C.F.R. § 3010.23(d)(5)

(“the Postal Service shall affirmatively state whether or not the [mail preparation] change

requires” the filing of a notice of price change.). If mailers contest this determination because

they believe that the change will in fact drive volume to a higher rate cell, they may raise this

issue with the Commission and “provide all information to rebut the Postal Service’s

determination.” Id. The Commission may also raise this issue on its own. Id. The Postal

Service then must demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that the change will not drive

volume to a higher rate cell, id., otherwise it must file a notice of rate change and account for the

volume shift in its price cap calculations.

There is no need for the Commission to identify the specific evidence required to

demonstrate whether a change will drive mail to a higher rate cell. Each situation will be unique,

and the Commission cannot foresee how specific changes will impact mailer behavior.

However, in USPS II, the court did endorse one method of evaluating whether a mail preparation

change will drive mailers to a higher rate cell proposed initially by the Postal Service:

If a mailer believes that a new mail-preparation requirement requires it to incur
compliance costs that are higher than the costs associated with simply paying a
higher rate, then a rational customer will not pay those costs and instead will pay
the higher rate (or perhaps leave the mail entirely). If, on the other hand, the
customer believes that the compliance costs are lower than the cost of paying
higher rates, then the mailer will comply with the requirement and its mail volume
will accordingly not shift from one rate category to another.

USPS II, 886 F.3d at 1258 (quoting Reply Comments of the United States Postal Service, Docket

No. RM2013-10R, at 9 (Aug. 31, 2015)). While the Commission should not limit its analysis to
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this type of evidence, this passage demonstrates that the court would likely approve of a standard

that relies on a factual analysis to determine whether a mail preparation change will drive mail to

a higher rate cell.

This fact-specific, case-by-case approach will also allow the Commission to account for

the factors that it attempted to recognize in its initial rule. For instance, if the mail preparation

change radically changes the size or weight requirements of eligible mail, it is more likely that

the change will not be universally adopted and may cause some amount of volume to shift to a

different rate cell. This is particularly true if the change in question affects a product that mailers

use largely because the existing size and weight requirements are compatible with the business

concerns driving their use of mail. A similar situation would arise with respect to changes to

content standards.

Additionally, the Commission could further incorporate its existing de minimis standard,

as PostCom, et al. urged in earlier comments, to set a threshold above which the Postal Service

must account for a volume shift. Initial Comments of the Association for Postal Commerce, et

al., in Response to Order No. 2586, PRC Docket No. RM2013-10R, at 8-11 (Aug. 17, 2015).

That is, if the Commission determines that a preponderance of the evidence shows that more than

a de minimis amount of volume will move to a higher rate cell as a result of the mail preparation

change, the Postal Service must account for that volume in its price cap calculations.

The utility of this approach can be seen when applied to the changes driving the litigation

in this docket. First, it is unlikely that any mailer would challenge the proposed change to Flats

bundling requirements. Even if such a challenge were brought, it is certainly conceivable that

the preponderance of evidence would demonstrate that mailers using the existing rate cell are

unlikely to modify their behavior, as the cost of complying with the change would be low, and
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the penalty for noncompliance could be high. By contrast, the costs of adopting Full Service

IMb are significantly greater. A contested proceeding might demonstrate that some mailers

would default to nonautomation rates rather than make the necessary investment to comply with

Full-Service requirements. Even at the time of USPS II, five years after the change was

proposed, only 88% of automation mail was using the Full-Service IMb, even when presented

with a credit that could offset some of the cost of making the change. USPS II, 886 F.3d at

1258-59. While it is certainly conceivable that more mailers would have moved to Full-Service

IMb if doing so had been a requirement of eligibility for automation rates, the lag in adoption to

date suggests that some volume of mail would not have adopted the change, and certainly not

within the first year of implementation. In a contested proceeding, the Commission could have

identified this volume and directed the Postal Service to account for it in its price cap

calculations.

II. THE COMMISSION MUST PROTECT MAILERS FROM UNREASONABLE
CHANGES TO MAIL PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS

Applying the standard above will allow the Commission to identify those changes in mail

preparation requirements that will drive mail to higher rate cells and ensure that the Postal

Service does not subvert the price cap by enacting regulations that will cause such effects. This

standard will not, however, protect mailers from arbitrary or unreasonable changes to mail

preparation requirements that shift costs to or burden mailers, but not in such a way that will

cause them to enter mail at higher rates. A new mail preparation requirement could impose

significant compliance costs on mailers, but these costs could still be less than the cost of

entering mail at a higher rate. In this case, mailers may continue to use the existing rate cell and

comply with the new requirements regardless of their merits. The possibility that such a change

may not amount to a “rate change” under this standard does not mean that the Commission is
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powerless to protect mailers from the change, however. The Commission has, and must

exercise, the authority to protect mailers from this type of exercise of monopoly power by the

Postal Service.

The Commission is empowered by 39 U.S.C. § 3622(a) to establish a system of

regulation of market-dominant “rates and classes.” While one requirement of that system must

be a price cap tied to the Consumer Price Index, 39 U.S.C. § 3622(d)(1)(A), the system must also

be designed to achieve the objectives of the statute, taking into account the enumerated factors.

Id. at § 3622(b) and (c). Objective 1 is to “maximize incentives to reduce costs and increase

efficiency,” and the eighth objective is “[t]o establish and maintain a just and reasonable

schedule for rates and classes.” Id. at § 3622(b)(1) and (b)(8). The system must consider the

factor of “the degree of preparation of mail for delivery into the postal system performed by the

mailer and its effect upon reducing costs to the Postal Service,” and the Commission has broad

discretion to consider “the policies of this title as well as such other factors as the Commission

determines appropriate.” Id. at §§ 3622(c)(5) and (c)(14).

A system of regulation that allows the Postal Service to arbitrarily change mail

preparation requirements in ways that burden mailers with substantial and unnecessary

compliance costs is not one that “maximize[s] incentives to reduce costs and increase efficiency”

or one that maintains “just and reasonable” rates and classes. It does not properly recognize the

mail preparation undertaken by the mailer and the effect of that activity on “reducing costs to the

Postal Service.” Instead, it allows the Postal Service to exercise its market power by shifting

costs to captive mailers. So long as the additional preparation costs are lower than the cost of

moving to a higher rate cell (and assuming the mailer will not or cannot leave the mail entirely),

mailers will be forced to assume the additional burden and comply with the new regulation. The
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result will be a postal system that is no more efficient than before, as the total combined cost of

preparing, entering, transporting, and delivering the mail will not be reduced. Mailers will

simply bear a larger portion of those same costs. The result is a de facto rate increase for

mailers. Initial Comments of the Association for Postal Commerce, et al., in Response to Order

No. 2586, PRC Docket No. RM2013-10R at 8-9 (Aug. 17, 2015). If the Commission determines

that the D.C. Circuit’s decisions, by virtue of their focus on the rates mailers actually pay, limit

its ability to address such de facto rate increases under the price cap limitation, the Commission

must regulate these changes by other means.

There are several ways the Commission can revise its regulations or adjust its oversight

practices to achieve this goal. These comments will briefly discuss two options. First, the

Commission can exercise more scrutiny over classification changes, both in determining when a

classification change is made and in evaluating the impact of proposed changes on mailers,

including whether the proposed change will result in unreasonable shifting of preparation costs

to mailers. Second, the Commission can promulgate rules (either by modifying its procedural

rules governing mail preparation changes or through analogous rules) to establish procedures by

which mailers or the Commission itself can raise arguments that proposed changes to mail

preparation requirements are unjust and unreasonable, even if they do not have a direct impact on

the rates mailers pay. Taking these actions would bring Commission practice in line with that of

other regulatory agencies that have been tasked with the analogous duty to protect captive

ratepayers from changes to a carrier’s regulations that devalue the service the carrier provides or

unreasonably limit access to those services. See, e.g., AT&T v. Cent. Office Telephone, Inc., 524

U.S. 214, 223 (1998) (upholding FCC regulation of billing practices because “[r]ates . . . do not
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exist in isolation. They have meaning only when one knows the services to which they are

attached.”).

A. The Commission should exercise increased scrutiny over mail classification
changes

The Commission has authority to oversee changes to the Mail Classification Schedule,

and the Commission requires the Postal Service to request Commission approval of any change

to the product descriptions in the MCS, whether material (39 C.F.R. §§ 3020.80-83) or minor

corrections (id. at §§ 3020.90-92). The classifications proposed to the Commission must be

authorized by the Governors and must be “reasonable and equitable.” 39 U.S.C. § 404(b). The

Commission evaluates requests to add products to or remove products from either the market

dominant or competitive product lists or to transfer products between these lists.

As recognized in USPS I, “changes in the [Domestic Mail] Manual that reclassify a

mailpiece from one product or rate cell to another fall comfortably within the plain meaning of

the phrase ‘classification changes.’” 785 F.3d at 753. The Postal Service itself has recognized

that it “cannot use its regulatory power under 39 U.S.C. § 401(2) or 39 C.F.R. § 111.1 to issue

Domestic Mail Manual revisions that are inconsistent with (or that violate or undermine) the

Mail Classification Schedule.” USPS brief in USPS v. PRC, No. 13-1308 at 37 (D.C. Cir. May

27, 2014). Thus, to the extent a mail preparation change would functionally modify the

description of a product in the MCS, result in inconsistencies between the DMM and MCS, or

effectively add or remove a product from the market dominant product list, the change is a

classification change that should properly be brought before the Commission.1

1 A current example of a functional revision of the MCS can be found in the Postal Service’s advanced notice of
changes to the content standards for Marketing Mail letters. See 83 Fed. Reg. 4264 (Aug. 23, 2018). If the Postal
Service were to proceed with its proposed changes, the current MCS language indicating that “any mailable matter
weighing less than 16 ounces” can be mailed as Marketing Mail, “except matter that is required to be mailed as
First-Class Mail service or copies of a publication that is authorized to be entered as Periodicals mail,” would
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Additionally, the Commission has established rules governing what must be published in

the MCS, see 39 C.F.R. § 3020.4, and it can modify these rules to require additional detail.

Already included in this list are various features that the Commission has attempted to define in

these proceedings as “basic characteristics” of a mailing, including “size and weight limitations,

minimum volume requirements, price categories, and available optional features.” Id. at §

3020.4(b)(2)(ii)(A). Thus, any change to these aspects of a product should result in a filing with

the Commission to, at a minimum, change the description of the product in the MCS.

With respect to changes to the product description, the Commission requires the Postal

Service to provide information describing the changes, the rationale for the change, and a

description of the likely impact of the change on users of the product, as well as certify that the

change complies with the price cap. 39 C.F.R. § 3020.81. The Commission may approve or

reject the proposed changes. Id. at § 3020.83. The Commission has imposed more detailed

requirements for modifications to the product lists. For instance, it requires the Postal Service to

“[d]emonstrate why the change is in accordance with the policies and the applicable criteria of

chapter 36 of title 39,” 39 C.F.R. § 3020.32 (a), and to “[e]xplain why . . . the change . . .

advances the objectives of 39 U.S.C. 3622(b), taking into account the factors of 39 U.S.C.

3622(c).” 39 C.F.R. § 3020.32(b). If the Commission determines the request to modify the

product lists is inconsistent with statutory policies, it may institute further proceedings and/or

“[d]irect other action as the Commission may consider appropriate.” 39 C.F.R. §§ 3020.34 and

35.

Importantly, the Commission can take these actions without regard to whether the

classification change is one that should be treated as a rate change subject to the price cap. With

become obsolete. MCS § 1200.1.a. The Postal Service has informally acknowledged that it would need to submit
new MCS language for Commission review if it decides to enact the proposed changes.
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respect to changes to the product list, the D.C. Circuit has recognized that the Commission

exercises extensive authority in this area and that its exercise of this authority can supersede any

need to evaluate a classification change pursuant to its rate change regulations. United States

Postal Service v. Postal Regulatory Comm’n, 886 F.3d 1261, 1268-69 (2018) (“USPS III”). The

court explained that this review “requires a broad, contextual consideration of the very market-

power concerns that the Commission claims support its application of Section 3622’s inflation-

based limit on rate changes.” Id. at 1269. This review, explained the court, “assimilates the

concerns about the abuse of monopoly power the Commission contends justified its resort to

Section 3622.” Id. In other words, the Commission need not rely on the theory that a change to

the product list modifies or deletes a rate cell, and thus implicates the price cap, to protect

mailers from unreasonable changes to the product lists. Instead, it can regulate these changes

directly. As the court explained, “Review under section 3642 ensures that no product is

discontinued unless doing so furthers the efficiency and innovation goals of [PAEA], and

requires the Commission to consider availability in the private sector and any impact on mailers

and small businesses.” Id. The court further contrasted the “lean and expedited process” of rate

review with the “broader and more extended review of changes to the menu of offerings” to

support its conclusion that the Commission’s approval of the deletion of the Return Receipt for

Merchandise product obviated any need to separately evaluate the rate impact of the concomitant

deletion of the RRM rate cell. Id. at 1270. Importantly, the court noted that the Commission

“correctly recognized” that this analysis could extend to a proposal to “make a material change

to a product definition.” Id. at 1271 (internal quotations omitted).

It is not clear that the Commission has previously recognized the full extent of its

authority in this area or actually conducted the type of searching review the court envisions in
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USPS III. Nevertheless, the court has plainly endorsed the exercise of such authority, and the

Commission should embrace this decision. In the present case, the Commission could have

evaluated the mandatory Full Service IMb requirement as a material change to the definition of

automation products. Indeed, when mandatory Full-Service was proposed, the MCS separately

listed the “Full-Service Intelligent Mail Option” as an “optional feature[]” for various categories

of mail and specified a rate credit to incent use of this option. See, e.g., MCS, Dec. 5, 2013

Revision, at §§ 1110.4, 1110.5. If mandatory Full-Service IMb had been implemented, this

change would have effectively eliminated the “Full-Service Intelligent Mail Option” as an

optional feature for these categories. Instead, the Full-Service option would have been subsumed

into the descriptions of other products. See, e.g., id. at § 1220.1 (stating that Standard Mail

“Letters must meet presorting, machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation

requirements.”). The Postal Service therefore should have eliminated this option from the MCS

through an appropriate filing with the Commission, and the Commission could have evaluated

the request to ensure it was consistent with the statutory purposes.

In fact, the Commission could go even further and enhance its oversight of products,

requiring more granularity in the MCS. The statute defines a “product” as “a postal service with

a distinct cost or market characteristic for which a rate or rates are, or may reasonably be,

applied.” 39 U.S.C. § 102(6). Applying this definition, one could argue that automation mail

using the Basic IMb and that using the Full-Service IMb are separate products and should be

denoted as such in the MCS: mail using the Basic IMb serves a different market of mailers than

the Full Service IMb cell, has distinct cost implications for the Postal Service, and has a distinct

rate applied to it. Changing the eligibility requirements to eliminate the Basic IMb and require

the use of Full Service IMb is therefore the elimination of a product, or at a minimum, a
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redefinition of the automation mail product. The Commission could exercise its authority to

evaluate changes to the product lists to approve or disapprove of this change.

In taking these actions, the Commission should not fear that it is overstepping its

statutory authority. The Commission’s authority to establish and revise a “modern system for

regulating . . . classes for market-dominant products” goes beyond simply requiring compliance

with the price cap. The Commission enjoys authority over all aspects of how the Postal Service

classifies and categorizes mail matter even if it generally allows the Postal Service to make these

determinations in the first instance. Lest there be any doubt, Congress recognized this authority

elsewhere in PAEA. Section 3682, for instance, authorizes the Postal Service “to establish size

and weight limitations for mail matter . . . consistent with regulations the . . . Commission may

prescribe under section 3622.” 39 U.S.C. § 3682. This language demonstrates that the

Commission has broad authority under § 3622 to promulgate regulations governing product

descriptions and the eligibility requirements for particular mail matter.

B. The Commission Should Adopt Regulations Allowing Mailers and the
Commission to Directly Contest Unreasonable Changes to Mail Preparation
Requirements

As noted above, the Commission has authority to establish regulations governing both

market-dominant “rates” and market-dominant “classes.” Just as it requires rates and changes to

the product lists to advance the objectives of § 3622(b), taking into account the factors of §

3622(c), it could require mail preparation requirements to meet the same standard. But because

it would be inefficient and burdensome for the Commission to review every mail preparation

change proposed by the Postal Service, the Commission should limit its review only to those

instances in which a dispute over the propriety of the change has arisen, including where the

Commission itself determines a change may not advance the policies of the statute. The
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Commission can achieve this result by adopting procedural rules similar to those it has adopted

for disputes over whether a mail preparation change results in a change in rates.

To be clear, the Commission currently has the authority to hear complaints regarding

changes to mail preparation requirements. Section 3662(a) of Title 39 authorizes the

Commission to hear complaints that the Postal Service is violating 39 U.S.C. § 401(2) “or

regulations promulgated under” that provision. Section 401(2) authorizes the Postal Service “to

adopt, amend, and repeal such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with this title, as may be

necessary in the execution of its functions under this title.” 39 U.S.C. § 401(2). Thus, the

Commission has authority to hear complaints regarding regulations, including mail preparation

requirements, promulgated by the Postal Service.

The Commission is unlikely to hear any such complaints, however, because of the

expense and labor associated with bringing and prosecuting a complaint under the Commission’s

existing complaint procedures. Without the prospect of monetary relief, few mailers are willing,

or have the resources, engage in a fully litigated complaint case, complete with extensive

discovery and hearing. The existing procedures are not, however, mandated by the statute.

Section 3662(a) authorizes the Commission to prescribe the “form and manner” of complaints.

The Commission could establish new complaint procedures specifically designed to allow

mailers to contest unreasonable changes to mail preparation requirements.

Alternatively, the Commission could rely on its general regulatory authority under §

3622(a) to establish these procedures. These procedures could be part of a revised “modern

system for regulating . . . classes for market-dominant products.” 39 U.S.C. § 3622(a). As

discussed in the previous section of these comments, the Commission’s authority under this

section extends beyond simply establishing rules related to the required price cap.
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These rules could mirror § 3010.23(d)(5) with only minor changes. The Postal Service is

already required to publish its mail preparation changes. The rules would simply allow mailers

and the Commission to raise the issue of whether these changes comply with the objectives and

factors of PAEA—particularly, whether they are just and reasonable in accordance with

Objective 8—as well as the issue of whether the changes amount to a rate change. Once raised,

the Postal Service would bear the burden of demonstrating the reasonableness of its proposed

regulation. In this way, the Commission would be presented only with genuine disputes and

avoid micromanagement of Postal Service operations while mailers would be provided an

avenue to contest unreasonable changes.

C. Adopting Such Practices Would Align the Commission with the Practices of
Other Regulatory Agencies

In developing these regulations and practices, the Commission has a wealth of precedent

from other regulated industries from which it can draw. For instance, the Interstate Commerce

Commission (“ICC”), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), and the Federal

Communications Commission (“FCC”) have long overseen carriers’ classifications and

regulations, invalidating those regulations deemed unjust and unreasonable.

For example, section 1(6) of the Interstate Commerce Act (“ICA”) requires carriers to

“establish, observe, and enforce just and reasonable classifications of property for transportation

. . . and just and reasonable regulations and practices.” 49 U.S.C. app. § 1(6) (1988). Section

6(1) of the ICA requires carriers to file the equivalent of an MCS with the regulator, a schedule

of rates that states “separately all terminal charges, storage charges, icing charges, and all other

charges which the Commission may require. . . and any rules or regulations which in any wise

change, affect, or determine any part or the aggregate of such aforesaid rates, fares, and charges.”

49 U.S.C. app. § 6(1) (1988). FERC has enacted regulations specifically applying this principle
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to oil pipelines. See 18 C.F.R. § 341.8 (“Carriers must publish in their tariffs . . . rules which in

any way increase or decrease the amount to be paid on any shipment or which increase or

decrease the value of service to a shipper.”). Importantly, under section 15(7) of the ICA, a

carrier has the burden to establish that a proposed change to a “classification . . . rule, regulation,

or practice” is just and reasonable. 49 U.S.C. app. § 15(7) (1988). Applying these and similar

provisions, the ICC and FERC have long exercised their authority to prevent carriers from

imposing arbitrary or burdensome regulations and acceptance requirements on shippers.

As a recent example, earlier this year FERC examined the reasonableness of a pipeline’s

change to the product specifications in its tariff which would allow a greater percentage of

biodiesel. Colonial Pipeline Co., 162 FERC ¶ 61,158 (2018). The actual rates charged were not

at issue, but FERC was still tasked with determining “whether [the pipeline’s] proposal to

change its product specifications . . . is just and reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory or

unduly preferential.” Id. at P 49. In a case soon after the transfer of jurisdiction of oil pipelines

to FERC, the newly formed Commission recounted the “legislative history” of the ICA

demonstrating “that §§1(6) and 15(1) are to be read together and were expressly designed to

permit the Commission to prohibit all unreasonable ‘practices.’” Tipco Crude Oil Co., 19 FERC

¶ 61,105, at 61,197 (1982). The agency set an investigation into the reasonableness of the

pipeline’s elimination of the provision permitting reconsignments. The Commission recently

reaffirmed that “[p]ursuant to section 1(6) of the ICA, common carrier oil pipelines must

establish, observe and enforce just and reasonable classifications of property for transportation.”

CHS Inc. v. Enterprise TE Products Pipeline Company, LLC, 155 FERC ¶ 61,178, at P 35

(2016).
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Similarly, the ICC2 has rejected classifications which differentiate between different

types of asbestos based on their value rather than “differences in transportation characteristics.”

Classification Ratings on Asbestos, All Territories, 299 I.C.C. 375, 381 (1956). It has rejected

treating airplane parts the same when boxed or crated as they would be when braced and racked.

Aircraft Industries Ass’n of America, Inc. v. A., C. & Y. R. Co., 291 I.C.C. 235 (1953). It has

also rejected overly strict specifications for fiber-board box containers. Classification

Specifications for Fiber-Box Containers, 77 I.C.C. 713, 718 (1923). FERC precedent imposes

the burden on the carrier to demonstrate that practices are “legally justified and necessary to the

operation of” its system. Mid-America Pipeline Company, 99 FERC ¶ 61,119, at P 24 (2002),

reh’g denied, 103 FERC ¶ 61,233 (2003); see also Mars Oil Pipeline Co., 150 FERC ¶ 61,148, at

P 8 (2015) (carrier failed to justify certain fees). When FERC lacks “a clear showing that the

proposal is necessary” it is “unable to approve it.” Kinder Morgan Operating L.P., “A”, 99

FERC ¶ 61,133, at 61,560 (2002), reh’g denied, 101 FERC ¶ 61,017 (2002). FERC has

reasoned that imposition of indirect costs can be “as unjust and unreasonable as any cost of

service element in a rate proceeding, if not necessary to the provision of service.” Kinder

Morgan Operating L.P., “A”, 101 FERC ¶ 61,017, at P 5 (2002) (order denying rehearing).

In fact, FERC has even recognized that the establishment of unreasonable practices by a

carrier is equivalent to a rate increase. In Mid-America Pipeline Company, FERC explained:

MAPL has failed to persuade the Commission that its proposed linefill program
does not constitute a cost-of-service rate increase. MAPL attempts to characterize
the linefill requirement as a term and condition of service, which it claims is a
cost of doing business on MAPL’s system, rather than a component of MAPL’s
cost-of-service. . . . However, the Commission rejects MAPL’s arguments.
Providing linefill would be a substantial cost that a shipper would be required to

2 While the ICC was dissolved in 1995, its regulatory functions have been transferred to FERC and the
Surface Transportation Board, and the decisions of the ICC serve as precedent for its successor agencies. See, e.g.,
Frontier Pipeline Co. v. FERC, 452 F.3d 774, 776 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (“decisions of the ICC applying the ICA prior to
the 1977 legislation [transferring authority over oil pipelines] are treated as if they were FERC decisions”).
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incur in order to ship product on MAPL’s system, and the shipper's provision of
linefill would absolve MAPL of any cost responsibility for a necessary
component of the service MAPL wishes to provide, but is not legally obligated to
provide. MAPL’s suggestion that lack of a linefill requirement would not preclude
transportation contradicts its repeated statements . . . that linefill is in fact
necessary for on-demand delivery of the propane. MAPL’s linefill requirement
merely would shift the responsibility for bearing that cost to the shippers and
allow MAPL the use of the linefill at no cost to it. As stated above, if MAPL
wishes to pursue implementation of a linefill requirement and have the ability to
recover any costs it would incur in providing the amount of linefill it claims is
necessary, MAPL retains the ability to do so under the Commission’s regulations
by making a cost-of-service filing.

99 FERC ¶ 61,119 at P 29 (emphasis added).3

The FCC, too, directly regulates the classifications, practices, and regulation affecting the

charges paid for a carrier’s services. The FCC requires common carriers to file with the

Commission, and keep open for public inspection, tariffs setting forth their charges,

classifications, regulations, and practices. 47 U.S.C. § 203(a). All such “charges, practices,

classifications, and regulations” of such common carriers “shall be just and reasonable,” and

those are not are “declared to be unlawful.” 47 U.S.C. § 201(b).

The FCC has the power and duty to examine all tariffs filed and may either on complaint

or on its own initiative conduct a hearing into the lawfulness of the tariff. 47 U.S.C. § 204. The

FCC may determine and prescribe what charges, classifications, regulations, and practices are

“just, fair, and reasonable,” and if the FCC finds that the tariff violates the Act, the FCC may

prescribe a just and reasonable substitute. 47 U.S.C. § 205(a); Am. Broad. Companies, Inc. v.

FCC, 643 F.2d 818, 822 (D.C. Cir. 1980). Moreover, the “Commission's range of power over

regulated companies extends to charges and practices and is not limited to rates and services.”

3 Thus, while the D.C. Circuit may have been correct in pointing out the Commission did not cite any “case
holding ‘rate’ or ‘change in rate’ to encompass” changes in mailing requirements that “might change a mailer’s
aggregate cost for sending an item,” USPS II, 866 F.3d at 1258, analogous cases do exist in other regulatory
contexts.
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Carter v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., 365 F.2d 486, 496 (5th Cir. 1966) (quoting Ambassador, Inc. v.

United States, 325 U.S. 317, 323 (1945) (internal quotation marks omitted)).

The FCC’s powers go even further. The FCC’s failure to reject a tariff does not preclude

subsequent challenges to its lawfulness. 47 U.S.C. § 208; Int'l Bus. Machines Corp. v. FCC, 570

F.2d 452, 456 (2d Cir. 1978). Thus, once the tariffs are in effect, specific complaints about

compliance with them, as well as their validity, are subject to challenge before the FCC. 47

U.S.C § 208; Richman Bros. Records v. U.S. Sprint Commc'ns Co., 953 F.2d 1431, 1435 (3d Cir.

1991). Courts have found the FCC’s role to be of primary jurisdiction in this regard, and its

expertise critical to evaluating “the reasonableness of [a carrier’s] business practices in billing

and providing services; and in determining whether [a carrier’s] practices and efforts are unjust,

unreasonable or discriminatory.” Multi Sols. Int'l, Inc. v. Sw. Bell Tel. Co., 265 F. Supp. 2d

1216, 1226 (D. Kan. 2003). In addition, the FCC also has the power to examine transactions

entered into by any common carrier which may affect the carrier's charges or services. 47 U.S.C.

215(a).

In applying these principles, these agencies have recognized the validity of the Supreme

Court’s statement in AT&T v. Central Office Telephone, Inc. that “[r]ates . . . do not exist in

isolation. They have meaning only when one knows the services to which they are attached.”

524 U.S. 214, 223 (1998). In that case, the Court rejected the Ninth Circuit’s reasoning that the

filed rate doctrine did not apply to “the provisioning of services and billing” since those activities

do not involve rate or ratesetting. The Court recognized, to the contrary, that “[a]ny claim for

excessive rates can be couched as a claim for inadequate services and vice verses.” Id. Rates,

classifications, and regulations (or mail preparation requirements) are inseparable. Where the

price cap is not the appropriate vehicle through which to oversee regulations affecting postal
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rates, the Commission must oversight in other means to ensure that mailers continue to receive

what the pay for and are not saddled with obligations to support internal Postal Service initiatives

not directly related to the processing, transportation, and delivery of mail.

III. CONCLUSION

The Commission has the authority to regulate changes to mail preparation requirements

both to the extent these changes effect a rate change and to the extent that they are unjust and

unreasonable in their own right. Further, the regulatory infrastructure to evaluate these issues is

already in place. By adopting the rate change standard expressly stated in USPS II, revising its

complaint rules to provide mailers with a streamlined process for challenging unreasonable

requirements, and more closely overseeing changes to the MCS, the Commission can protect

mailers from unreasonable changes to mail preparation requirements and the exercise of market

power by the Postal Service.
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